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Abstract 
We prove in this paper that for a Hausdorff group topology on an Abelian group with sufficiently 
many continuous characters, there is an associated locally quasi-convex topology which is the 
strongest among all the locally quasi-convex group topologies weaker than the given one. We 
a/so give a result on local quasi-convexity onthe line of three-space properties. © 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
The notion of convexity is one of the most important and far reaching properties in the 
theory of topological vector spaces. Recall that a locally convex space is a topological 
vector space which has a basis of convex neighborhoods of zero. 
By Hahn-Banach theorem, the following can be stated: 
a closed convex subset H of  a locally convex space 13 can be expressed as 
an intersection of  semispaces determined by al, t the supporting hyperplanes, (*) 
or to say it in another way, for every z in E\H there is a continuous linear functional f 
and a real number c~ such that f (z )  > a and f ( z )  <~ c~, Vz E H. 
Since topological vector spaces considered in its additive structure are Abelian topo- 
logical groups, it is very natural to ask if (among the latter) there is a class of groups 
similar to the class of locally convex spaces. 
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To overcome the fact that convexity is not meaningful for subsets of a topological 
group, a similar notion, called "quasi-convexity", is introduced according to property 
(*) mentioned above; roughly speaking, a subset H of a topological Abelian group G 
is quasi-convex if every point of G\H can be separated from H through a continuous 
character. Now it is natural to define a locally quasi-convex group as a topological group 
which admits a basis of quasi-convex neighborhoods of zero. 
Locally quasi-convex groups were defined by Vilenkin in [13]. Banaszczyk proved 
that, if a topological vector space, considered in its additive structure, is a locally quasi- 
convex group, then it must be a locally convex space and vice versa (Lemma 2 below). 
An important subclass is that of nuclear groups, defined and studied in [2]. 
By a three-space property it is usually understood a situation formulated as follows. 
Let X be a topological vector space (respectively a topological group), let Y be a closed 
snbspace (respectively closed subgroup) and let X/Y  be the corresponding quotient space 
(respectively group). Then, if a property P holds for two of the three spaces (respectively 
groups) X, Y, X /Y ,  then it holds for the third one. 
In the present paper we prove that for every Hausdorff topological Abelian group 
(G, 7-), there is a group topology r '  which is strongest among all the locally quasi- 
convex group topologies weaker than "r. The group (G, r ' )  has the same dual group as 
(G, 7-), and leaning on 7-' we can prove that local quasi-convexity, with some additional 
conditions, is a three-space property. 
If a space (group) has a property P, it is natural to ask whether its closed subspaces 
(subgroups) and Hausdorff quotients also have P. The term three-space property refers 
more often to the case when verification of the property for a closed subspaee (subgroup) 
and the corresponding quotient implies verification for the space (group). The reader can 
find a survey of three-space properties in [10]. The subclass of Banach spaces deserves 
special attention; most general properties like reflexivity, B-convexity, etc., are three- 
space properties. However the Dunford-Pettis and weak Banach-Sacks properties have 
been shown not to be three space properties, in [4] and [8] respectively. 
Referring to groups, many properties like compactness, local compactness, connected- 
ness, metrizability, etc., can he seen in [6] to he three-space properties. The same applies 
to pseudocompacmess [12] and precompactness [9]. 
1. Definitions and examples 
Consider the group structure given by multiplication i  the unit circle 
T = {~ ~ c :  I~1 = 1 }. 
Let G be a Hausdort~ (Abclian) topological group with additive notation. All the 
groups considered in this paper will be Abelian. The homomorphisms X :G -+ T are 
usually called characters, and the set G ^  := {x:G -~ T: X continuous characier} is 
called the dual group of G with group operation defined pointwise. We shall denote by 
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G~ the group G ^  endowed with the compact-open topology, and by o~c the canonical 
embedding from G into the bidual (C~)c A.
For a subset S c_ G, the polar set S ° is defined by 
S ° := {X e G^: Re(x(x)) /> 0, Vx e S}. 
Clearly, if S is a subgroup of G, then S ° = {X E G^: x (S)  = { 1}} and it is a subgroup 
of G ^  . 
A subset S of G is said to be quasi-convex if Vg E G\S ,  3 X ~ S ° such that Re(x(9 )) < 
O. The quasi-convex hull Q(S)  of S c_ G is defined as 
{9 ~ G: ~e(X(g)) ~> 0, VX e S°}. 
it readily follows that S = Q(S) if and only if S is quasi-convex. Notice that 
A c_ B ~ B ° c_ A ° ~ Q(A) c O(B).  
G is said to be locally quasi-convex if it admits a neighbourhood basis of zero consisting 
of quasi-convex sets. From the definition, it immediately follows that a Hansdorff locally 
quasi-convex group has sufficiently many continuous characters. 
in order to give some examples of locally quasi-convex groups, we give the following 
result: 
Proposition 1, l f  a topological Abelian group G is topologically isomorphic to the dual 
of some topological group H, theu G is locally quasi-convex. 
Proof. We identify G with/-/cA. A basis of neighbourhoods of zero in/-/cA is given by 
the sets of the form S °, where S C H is compact [2, Proposition 1.3]. In order to check 
that those sets are quasi-convex, take/7 E H^\S  °. This means that there exists s E S 
such that Re(~(s)) < 0. "Den an(s)  E H ^ ^ is such that Re((an(s))(/7)) < 0 and, for 
all X in S °, Re((Ctn(S))(X))/> 0, i.e., C~H(S) E (S°) °, ra 
If G is a locally compact Ahelian group, by the Pontryagin duality theorem, G 
(G~)~. Therefore G, being the dual group of G ^ , is locally quasi-convex. For the same 
reason, any reflexive group is locally quasi-convex. 
Taking into account that T = Z ^ , we have that the neighbourhoods of the form S ° 
are quasi-convex in E, with S C Z compact. Since Z is discrete, S is finite. Let us 
compute S°. For m E Z, 
- { - , 
{m} ° = {e 2'*i, 6 T: ae(e 2~r'm) /> 0} : e2:": x E U 4;n'  m ~mmj J"
kEZ 
Thus, S ° is a finite intersection of small arcs centered at the ruth root of !, Vm E S 
(Proposition 30) below). 
We also record for future reference the result of Banaszczyk [2, Proposition 2.4] quoted 
in the Introduction: 
Lemma 2, A topological vector space is locally convex if and only if it is a Hausdorff 
locally quasi-convex group in its additive structure. 
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By the above comments it is clear that he class of locally quasi-convex groups contains 
properly locally compact Abelian groups and locally convex spaces. 
It is easy to prove that a subgroup of a locally quasi-convex group is locally quasi- 
convex and that arbitrary products of locally quasi-convex groups are locally quasi- 
convex. However, quotients of locally quasi-convex groups are not always locally quasi- 
convex. An example can be seen by the fact that a normed space X contains a discrete, 
weakly dense subgroup Y c X and therefore the quotient X/Y  being nontrivial, verifies 
(X /Y )  ^  = {0} [IAI]. 
2. Properties of polar sets and quasi-convex hulls 
Henceforth the symbol G will denote an Abelian Hausdorff topological group. For 
A c G and t E N we denote by 
A+ .t.). +A := {xt + . . -+x~ c G: xi ~ A, Vi}, 
tA :={tx:  xEA} and I -A :={xEG:  txEA}.  
I 
t 
In particular we write A + A instead of A+ .2.). +A. Notice that tAc__ A+ .t). +A. 
Proposition 3. Let {Ai}iel be a collection of subsets of G. Then 
(i) (U, el Ai) ° = n~r  A°, 
(ii) O<l A° C (NiEI Ai) °, 
. . .  I o (iii) (t,A) ° = ~A °. In particular (A+ 0 +A)o g TA . 
Proof. (i) (C_) Ai C_ Uiet Ai for all i E I =)- (Uiet A*) ° g NiEl A°" 
(D) Let ~ E ni~z A°, then, for all x E U~el Ai, Re(~p(x))/> 0. 
(ii) N,~l Ai c_ Ai, Vi ~ Oie* A° C_ (M<I Ai) °" 
(iii) Let x ~ A. Then 
~o E (tA)° ¢~ 0 <~ Re(~(x+ .t.). +x)) = Re(~(x)--*.)--~,(x)) 
= Re((~+ -'). +~)(x)) 
I AO ¢:v ~+ "t')" +~ E A° ¢:> ~ E t ' 
Therefore, since tA c_ A+ .*).. +A we have that (A+ ...t) +A)O C_ (tA)O = 7AI o. [] 
Proposition 4, Let A, B be two subsets of G. Then 
(i) Q(A o B) c_ Q(A) N Q(B). 
(ii) IfO E A, then Q(A) + Q(A) c Q(A + A). 
(iii) Q(A) is symmetric. 
Proof. (i) Let x E Q( A [] B). By Proposition 3(ii) A ° to B ° C= (An  B) ~, hence 
~ A ° n B" ~ Re(~0(x)) > 0. 
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(ii) Let Xh x2 E Q(A) and ~p E (A+ A) °. Since (A+ A) ° C_ ~A ° (Proposition 3(iii)), 
we have ~ + ~p 6 A °. Then, for i = l, 2, 
0 ,< Re((~ + ~)(x~)) = Re(~Cx,) • ~(x,)) 
1 or Re(w(xi)) <~ I Re(:(~,)) >~ ~ -~ .  
But the last inequality is not possible because 
0 E A*  A _ A+ A*  Q(A) c_ Q(A+A)  * Re(9(x~))/> 0 
for i = 1,2. Thus Re(~(xl + x2)) = Re(qc(xl )- qa(x2)) /> 0. 
(iii) Let 9 E A ° and x E Q(A). Then Re(~p(-x)) = Re(~(x) - t )  = Re(~(x)) /> 
0. [] 
Let G and H be topological Abelian groups and let f :G  -4 H be a continuous 
homomorphism. Then the formula (](X))(Y) = x(f(g)) for all X E H ^ and 9 E G, 
defines a continuous homomorphism ] :H  ^ -4 G ^ . We call it the dual homomorphism 
of f .  
Lenmm $. Let H C G be a closed subgroup, let p: G -4 G/H  be the canonical 
projection and ~: (G/H)  ^  -4 G ^  the dual homomorphism of I~ If W is a subset of 
G/H,  then 
(a) (p - I (W))°  _D ~(W°), and equality holds if H C_ p- l (W).  
(b) I fW is quasi-convex, theu Q(p- I (W) )  = p - I (W) .  
Proof. (a) (_D) Suppose X E W ° C_ (G/H)  ^ . I f y  c p- i (W)  and x = p(y), then 
ae((~(x))(y)) = Re(~(V)) = ae(x(~)) ~> 0; 
hence P'(X) C (p-l(W))°. 
(C_) Let ~o E (p-I(W))°. Since p - I (W)  _D H.  ¢p(H) = {1} and there exists ~ E 
(G/H)  ^  such that ~p = ~,p = ~(~). Moreover ~ E W ° because if x E W, and V E 
p-t(z) ,  then Re(¢(x)) = Re(~(V)) /> 0. Then ~p • ~(W°). 
(b) (_D) Obvious since Q(A) D_ A, for all subsets A of G. 
(C_) Let z ¢ p- I (W).  Then p(z) ~ W and, since W is quasi-convex, them exists 
X e W ° such that Re(x(p(z))) < O. By (a), ~X) E ff(W °) C (p-I(W))°. Thus 
z ¢ Q(p-'(W)).  [] 
3. The main results 
Lenmta 6. If (G, "r) is a topological Abelian group, then the weak topology "r,, on G 
(ie., the weakest group topology on G that makes continuous all the elements of G ^ ) is 
locally quasi-convex. 
Proof. Any (locally) compact group is locally quasi-convex, and subgroups of locally 
quasi-convex groups are locally quasi-convex as well. Since (G, Tw) is precompact, i  
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is the subgroup of some compact group [t4]. Thus (G, r~) is locally quasi-convex, as 
required. [] 
Lemma 7. Let (G, 7-) be a topological Abelian group. The quasi-convex hulls of all the 
ncighbourhoods of zero in (G, r) constitute a basis of neighbourhoods of zero for a 
group topology 'r' on G. Furthermore r' is strongest among all the locally quasi-convex 
group topologies weaker than r. 
Proof. We define the topology r '  in G by taking as a basis of neighborhoods of zero 
the collection Q = {Q(V): V E E(G,~-)(0)}. By definition, "r' is locally quasi-convex. 
Then: 
• r '  is a group topology. By [3, Cap. III, §1.2], it is enough to prove that: 
- Q is a filterbasls, since Q(VI th 172) c Q(VI ) N Q(V2) for any Ill, ~ C ~(G,~-)(0) 
(Proposition 40)). 
- For any Q(V) 6 Q we can take U E B(G,~-)(0) such that U + U C V and, by 
Proposition 4( i i ) ,  Q(U) + Q(U)  c Q(U + U) c Q(V). 
- Every Q(V) is symmetric (Proposition 4(iii)). 
,, v ~ c_ ~- since V c_ Q(V), VV ~ B(~,r)(0). 
,b We now prove that -r' is strongest with these conditions. Take another locally qnasi- 
convex group topology "0 such that ~'t C ~'. For a quasi-convex aeighbourhood of
zero in Ti, we have V = Q(V) and consequently V C "r'. 21 
Corol lary 8. In particular, the weak topology satisfies "r w C r' an J. ~f (G, T) is locally 
quasi-convex, then v = "r'. 
Observe that if (G, r )  has sufficiently many continuous characters then r,,, is Hausdorff 
and so is also z'. 
Proposit ion 9. I f  H is a closed subgroup of (G, r)  and G/H is locally quasi-convex, 
then TG/H = T~/H. 
Proof. 
(c_) 7" c ~ ~ r~/H c rc/n. 
(_D) If V E VG/H ~ p- I (V)  C "r. Since G/H is locally quasi-convex, them exists a 
quasi-convex neighbourhood of zero W C_ V. T'ms p-I(V)  ~_ p- I (W) = Q(p-I(W)) 
(Lemma 5). Therefore V E r~/H.  [] 
Theorem |0 .  Let (G, "r) be a Hausdorff Abelitin topological group with sufficiently many 
continuous characters. If H is a compact subgroup of (G, ~') and G/H is locally quasi- 
convex, then G is locally quasi-convex. 
Proof. Wc will prove that 7"[H : ~'lH. By Proposition 9, "rG/H = T~/H , and then 
Lemma I of [5] yields T' = ~-. 
In general, if H is a closed subgroup of G we have that "r'lH is locally quasi-convex 
and then T'[H C_ (~'I.~)' C_ .rlH. If H is locally quasi-convex, then (v ln) '  = ~'],v. In order 
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to obtain the other equality we use the additional assumption that H is compact, and 
therefore the identity id : (H,~' ln)  --~ (H , 'd ]n)  is a homeomorphism. [] 
We now tam our attention to topological vector spaces. 
Proposit ion 11. Let (G, ~') be a Hausdorff topological vector space with sufficiently 
many continuous linear functionals. I f  H is a finite dimensional vector subspace of 
(G, ~') and G/H is locally quasi-convex, then G is locally quasi-convex. 
Proof. Let us call o the weak vector topology of G, i.e., the weakest opology for which 
all continuous linear functionals of (G, 'r)  are continuous. By Lemma 2, (G,o)  is a 
locally quasi-convex group, thus ~ < ~'~ < "r. Nor, for the finite dimensional subspace 
H,  the weak topology ~Tln and "tin coincide. Therefore ~'ln = "r'lH. Now the proof 
follows as in Theorem 10. [] 
Remark  12. In the realm of topological vector spaces, local convexity is not a three- 
space property. There exists a complete separable metrizahie nonlocally convex topolog- 
ical vector space X which contains a one dimensional subspace M such that X/M is 
linearly isomorphic to li, the Banach space of absolutely summable sequences of real 
numbers [7]. 
Remark  13. in the setting of Abelian group ' local quasi-convexity" is not either a three- 
space property. In fact, the example of Remark 12 is suitable also for this case, taking 
into account Lemma 2. 
Remark  14. We do not know if Theorem 10 holds if the subgroup H is locally compact. 
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